
Enabling Peak Human Potential
A positive vision for a new way to thrive individually

and in community with all living things

This area of
well-being…

…combined with
this wisdom...

…and this
sector of
society...

…creates this emerging core
belief:

Personal Spiritual Insight
& Transformation

Community Self & Community Actualization

Collaboration *
Sharing and being in a

spirit of cooperation

DOOR #1
Wisdom of
Human

Potential

Infrastructure
Social Synergy

When we form collaborative
alliances with intention for mutual
benefit, there’s no limit to what we

can achieve.

Responsibility *
Finding a right response

and aligned
commitments

DOOR #2
Wisdom of
Peace

Justice
Reconciliation

When we seek true justice that sees
each person as whole and an
essential piece of the human

experience, together we find peace.

Environment
& Food Quality
Receiving enlivening

messages from nature

DOOR #3
Wisdom of

Life Cycles

Environment
Integral Planet

Humanity is the herald celebrating
the natural cycles of expansion and

destruction and the shepherd
tending the energies that encourage

life to flourish.

Positive Emotion
Tipping our personal
narrative toward the

positive

DOOR #4
Wisdom of

The Story

Media
Evolution of Public

Culture

The stories we tell each other and
ourselves frame the questions we

ask, the answers we seek, the lives
we live, the beliefs we share and the

world we manifest.

Self Expression*
Sharing our uniqueness

DOOR #5
Alchemy of
Laughter

Arts
Unique Self Arts

When we allow ourselves to be
amused by what we see in humanity,
we cannot help but frame the stories

that we observe and reflect them
back to ourselves, whether it comes

from the dark or the light.

Exploration *
Delighting in discovery
through all our senses

DOOR #6
Wisdom of

Vibration

Science &
Tech

The Universe,
A Love Story

Observation of the world, when
experienced with all senses and

through the lens of Love, generates
a holistic and interconnected view

that provides sustainable abundance
for all life on Earth.



Relationships
Nurturing the

connections to those
closest to us

DOOR #7
Wisdom of the

Akashic
Records

Relations
Evolutionary

Intimacy

When we recognize our shared
history and purpose and then merge

all that we are with another, our
combined energies generate the
alchemy that births creation and

innovation from our shared intention.

Health, Activity &
Sleep

Self-Care

DOOR #8
The Sanctuary

of The Void

Health
Self Medicine

Treating our body as a temple,
caring for it with movement, rest and
renewal is essential.  It is only from
being in the void and moments of
pause that we reconnect to the

infinite potential for
healing to create change.

Spirituality
Finding Meaning

DOOR #9
Wisdom of

The
Messengers

Spirituality
Democratization of

Enlightenment

Miracles happen every day, and they
reverberate and connect us all to

each other, across time and space,
so that we may dissolve into knowing

the larger Truth of our Being.

Engagement
Finding flow &

intellectual
sparks of insight

DOOR #10
Wisdom of

Joy

Education
Unique Self
Education

Joy is our greatest teacher.  Learning
to trust and follow her wisdom is the
most elevated lesson of our Earthly
experience.  Once remembered, joy
is the platform upon which we dance

with spirit in co-creation.

Compassion *
Contributing to the

whole of the community

DOOR #11
Wisdom of

The Council
of Light

Governance
Politics of

Evolutionary Love

Seeing from multiple perspectives
provides the Wisdom from which we

take loving action, each step
weaving a thread in the fabric of the

communities we build.

Accomplishments
Pursuing activities with

a sense of purpose

DOOR #12
Wisdom of
Change

Economics
Self-

Entrepreneurship

Sovereignty is the journey to the
Divine center of our Be-ing; the

realization of our strand in the web of
constant change and our purpose in
creating what must come next for the

good of all.

CC-By Wendy McLean, Everyone’s Wisdom.
Wheel of well-being based on the science of Positive Psychology: PERMA-V & SPIRE, with some new*

12 Doors channeled by Wendy McLean Oct 2020
Sectors of society from the Wheel of Co-Creation by Barbara Marx Hubbard

Emerging Core Belief channeled by Wendy McLean 2022

http://www.everyoneswisdom.com/

